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So let the dance begin … 

• Where idea of  ‘innovation 
systems’ comes from

• What they are made of
• Implications of the idea
• Companies (not the state) are 

central
• Actors and actions are 

interdependent
• You need a policy mix balanced 

in relation to local needs
• So policy has to be systemic
• Fresh thinking is needed on 

governance
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The Innovation System heuristic grew up in opposition to 
the neoclassical treatment of technological change 
• Technological change no longer seen as costless and exogenous to 

firms but costly and endogenous
• Evolutionary economics: the firm contains people; rationality is 

‘bounded’; people, firms and other institutions learn; but there is 
also path dependency

• Rejection of the linear model; science does not alone cause 
innovation - innovation is understood as non-linear

• Innovation researchers focused attention on producer-user 
relations and networks: Innovators do not innovate alone

• Institutions matter
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A classical/Schumpeterian perspective: Innovation 
and imitation drive capitalist development, so firms 
are central
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Innovation Systems approach – a structural focus

Source: Arnold & Kuhlmann, 2001
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An emerging functional school focuses on functions 
performed or organised by the state

Edquist
• Provision of knowledge inputs 

to the innovation process
• Demand-side activities
• Provision of constituents for 

Innovation System
• Support services for innovating 

firms

Hekkert et al
• Entrepreneurial activities
• Knowledge development
• Knowledge diffusion through 

networks
• Guidance of the search
• Market formation
• Resource mobilisation
• Creation of 

legitimacy/counteract 
resistance to change

Charles Edquist, ‘Design of innovation policy through 
diagnostic analysis: identification of systemic problems (or 
failures)’, Industrial and Corporate Change, 20(6), 2011, 
1725-53

MP Hekkert, RAA Surs, SO Negro, S Kuhlmann and 
REHM Smidts, ‘Functions of innovation systems: A new 
approach for analysing technological change’, 
Technological Forecasting and Social Change,74 (2007), 
413-432
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Some implications of the Innovation Systems approach

• Business enterprises are central actors in the system
• Innovation activities are much more than R&D
• Interconnection and interdependence are at the heart of the 

innovation system concept
• Demand, not just supply, drives innovation systems
• National systems are internationally open
• Innovation systems develop in specific cultures and have unique 

histories – their institutions co-evolve, so different systems may 
employ different structures to perform similar functions

• In policy, balance – or ‘mix’ – is key



The innovation system idea extends the rationale for 
government intervention from market to systemic failure

Market failure - often about basic 
research

• Indivisibility
• Inappropriability
• Uncertainty 

Systems failure - mostly about 
inadequate performance

• Capability failures
• Institutional failures
• Network failures (including 

lock-in and transition failures)
• Framework failures



Companies are central – but they are not created equal 
(different kinds of resources and absorptive capacity) 
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Low-technology SMEs
• No meaningful technological capability
• No perceived need
• May be no actual need

Minimum-capability 
companies

Technological 
competents

Research 
performers

• 1-2 engineers
• Able to adopt / adapt packaged solutions
• May need implementation help

• Multiple engineers
• Some budgetary discretion
• Can participate in technology networks

• Research department or equivalent
• Able to take a long-run view

of technological capabilities



Absorptive capacity levels affect which knowledge-
producing organisations are relevant and for what
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Low-technology SMEs
• No meaningful technological capability
• No perceived need
• May be no actual need

Minimum-capability 
companies

Technological 
competents

Research 
performers

• 1-2 engineers
• Able to adopt / adapt packaged solutions
• May need implementation help

• Multiple engineers
• Some budgetary discretion
• Can participate in technology networks

• Research department or equivalent
• Able to take a long-run view

of technological capabilities

• Universities
• Polytechnics
• Technical

colleges
• Technology

centres

Knowledge, problems, 
training and trained 

people



It’s harder to build a strong industry than a strong 
research community
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Adapted from Johann Murmann, The co-development of industrial sectors and academic disciplines, Science &Public Policy, 40 (2013), 229-246
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It’s a system : things are interdependent

• Human resource production – needs to match societal skill needs
• Problem orientation, knowledge production and exchange in the 

research and higher education sectors need orientation to external 
needs

• Innovation propensity is partly related to consistent rule of law, 
IPR regime, competitive regime (‘framework conditions’)

• The thematic focus of the research and higher education sector 
needs partly to match industry structure and needs

• The character of consumer demand, including propensity to adopt 
innovations, affect rates of innovation and FDI

• Infrastructures need to be adjusted to enable some types of 
innovation
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Most aspects of research and innovation policy need the 
locally correct balance (‘policy mix’) 
• The balance between basic and more applied forms of research
• Bottom-up versus programmed research and innovation funding
• Balance between block funding of research institutions and 

competitive funding 
• Mix of fiscal and subsidy incentives for industrial innovation 
• Availability of venture capital, finance, credit and that of attractive 

innovation investment opportunities
• Allocation of knowledge production resources to universities 

versus government labs versus Research and Technology 
Organisations

• Size of the further and higher education and training system and 
its composition, compared with the balance of societal needs
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Why is a well balanced policy mix important?

• The policy mix should reflect the specific challenges and problems 
of a country: needs a good SWOT analysis to start with

• Potential problems arising from an existing policy mix:
• Overlap of instruments: several instruments have similar goals/target 

groups
• Instruments counteract each other
• Gaps in the portfolio
• Lack of transparency for the users 
• Mismatch between the instruments and the real bottlenecks
• Instruments lack critical mass

• In a well balanced policy mix instruments complement and 
reinforce each other

• Policy mix may be ‘emergent’ rather than planned top-down
• In developing countries, the right mix can change fast



Balance between business and higher education R&D
(BERD and HERD) in some rich countries 
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Growing innovation systems have a more obvious 
coordination problem 
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Source: OECD Main Science and Technology Indicators
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States have to run government and higher education 
research systems big enough to support business and 
society
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Different countries make different choices about doing 
research in universities versus government labs
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As you approach the technology frontier, you need more 
fundamental research
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Basic share of GERD in a basket of Western countries: from 18.6% in 1989 to 20.2% in 2009
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You don’t need much fundamental research to do catch-up
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But it’s amazing what you can do with just a little. 
Chinese publications in the WoS
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Impacts of Chinese publications relative to the World 
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In Europe, we are trying to develop a third generation of 
governance to address the ‘grand’ or ’societal’ challenges
• First generation – ‘science push’ curiosity-driven basic research 

and the ‘linear model’
• Vannevar Bush, Science: The Endless Frontier, 1946
• The science-society link is thought to be self-generating

• Second generation – ‘science policy’ (OECD, 1962) becomes 
innovation policy
• More demand-led, industry-focused
• Innovation focus implies cooperation between research and industry 

– horizontal coordination
• Third generation – ‘societal challenges’, societal rather than 

industrial demands made of science
• Need to manage transitions between socio-technical systems –

vertical as well as horizontal coordination
• Integration of research and innovation with a wider set of policies
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Coordination levels in second-generation governance
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Policy implications: Coordination

• Widely-recognised need for ‘holistic’ policy coordination
• Implies coordinating across ‘sectors’

• RTI councils, cross-departmental strategies, platforms …
• Harmonising different types of policy

• R&D, market regulation, consumer law, environmental standards ...
• Mixing up basic or long-run research with other types 

• ‘Right-sizing’ the effort and finding the best level
• Local, regional, national, continental, global ... 

• Changing programming practice
• Widen stakeholder inputs
• Mix instruments, cp Research Council of Norway’s ‘large 

programmes’ 
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Is the style of governance needed also that required to 
support systemic changes during development?
• Increased importance of visions to structure interventions
• Tackling infrastructural change and migration between socio-

technical systems 
• Decentralisation of governance – multiple ‘arenas’; it seems to be 

no longer effective to try to coordinate everything in a single 
national arena

• Empowerment and enrolment of more groups in society into 
governance and change processes

• More complex checks and balances to avoid strategic behaviour 
and capture by beneficiary groups (notably in PPPs)
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Systemic policy challenges for Colombia

• Low business innovation and productivity
• Reliance on mineral commodities impedes wider development
• Inequalities of income and opportunity
• The state’s part of the innovation system is small and academically 

focused, producing only modest scientific outputs
• Over-focus on university education at the expense of technical 

training and training inside companies
• Acute social needs are poorly connected to innovation
• Unbalanced policy mix, focusing on a narrow range of innovation 

modes of limited relevance to most business and social innovation
• Limited policy coordination among ministries and across regions
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Source: OECD Reviews of Innovation Policy: Colombia, Paris: OECD, 2014


